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The West of England Scottish Terrier Spring Open Show. April 12
. 2015.

Many thanks for an enjoyable and interesting day at a very hospitable show with such a
friendly atmosphere.
My job was helped so much by the hard work of the Secretary and the Committee and
also by my highly competent and most efficient ring steward.
I thought this was a good quality entry with the bitches being a little stronger overall.
My main winners were most pleasing with some promising youngsters just behind.
Coats were generally quite good though I did notice some of soft texture and there were
a few narrow fronts.
The main awards were as follows;
BIS. Emmins Kingsview Just the One.
Quality well made bl with good double coat and although not the biggest is balanced
right through and all of a piece. She has a clean head, good bite, excellent front and
scored in eye, ears and neck with just the right bone, is short in the back, well ribbed up
with a level topline and good set on. Strong hindquarters produced plenty of drive on
the move.
RBIS and BOS. Hills Rolanka Pass the Buck to Benartybrae.
This wheaten put in a strong challenge for BIS with his long head, good bone and
substance all through. Pleased in eye, ears and neck, well ribbed up with a strong loin
and plenty behind the tail he moved out well both ways holding a level topline.
BPIS. Chicks Brueik All the Aces.
Promising young lad, well made and nice for size and shape. Clean head, strong jaw and
good dentition were all complemented by a dark, expressive eye, neat ears and just enough neck.
Held a level topline on the move with good side gait.
BVIS. Corneys Rilynson Island Princess.
Carries her age well , plenty of quality here and was a strong contender in the bitch
challenge. Good length of head, straight front and plenty of bone with well carried and shaped
ears, deep rib and strong hindquarters. Nice lines in profile and moved out well both ways.
Sp Triers D. 1.
1. Hills Polwicks Black Tourmaline of Tahgmor.
Short coupled with plenty of bone and substance. Pleased in head and topline and moved
quite well after his initial reluctance to cooperate. Carrying plenty of condition.
MPD. 1
1. Tylers Divadell Room at the Top.
Good long head on this young lad with a dark, expressive eye, muscular neck, deep
rib and strong loin. Topline and set on were plus points and once settled moved quite
well both ways. Shows promise.
PD. 2.
1. Chicks Brueik All the Aces. BPD & BPIS.
2. Worthingtons Kingsview Just Fraser.
Lively lad who has plenty of bone and substance, long head and scored in eye, ears and
neck. Longer cast than 1 and not quite the topline, but although skittish at first he moved
steadily once settled.
JD. No entries.
ND. 2. 1 abs.

1. Tylers Tobey or not To Bey.
Somewhat hesitant at first, but proved to be a steady mover going away.
Pleased in head, eye and neck but was a bit longer cast than I would like.
Grad. 1.
1. Walkers Beaureveur Perseus.
Pleasing wheaten who was nice for size and shape with a good length of head, plenty of
bone, well ribbed up with a strong loin and level topline. Nicely put down and moved out
quite well fore and aft.
1. Tylers Tobey or not To Bey.
LD. 4.
1. Sykes. Sandbourne Reddy Freddie Go. RBD.
Well presented and handled, this 3 yr old scored in Skull and foreface with a good bite,
straight front and plenty of bone. Neck, topline and set on were all plus points and he
moved out freely both ways with good side gait.
1. Hills Samstever Gold Amulet.
Nice wheaten with substance and bone, good skull and foreface, just enough neck,
deep ribs and strong in loin. Steady mover once settled.
1. Meeks Benartybrae Macarena at Benbethan.
OD. 3.
1. Hills Rolanka Pass the Buck to Benartybrae. BD,RBIS and BOS.
2. Rees Rabbonai Gilead at Miacarla.
Nice bl with character, long head, good bite, straight front, neat ears, level topline
and strong hindquarters. Perhaps a little longer cast than 1 but was a steady mover
once settled.
1. Hills Polwicks Black Tourmaline of Tahgmor.
VD. 1.
1. Hills Polwicks Black Tourmaline of Tahgmor.
Sp Triers B. 1.
1. Listers Pixie Pocket.
Pleasing bl with balanced head, good front and dark expressive eye. Bone and substance ok,
along with topline and set on. Steady mover.
MPB. 2.
1. Corneys Rilynson Aruba Arehucas.
Short and compact br, clean head, good front and bone, well ribbed up, strong loin and
plenty behind the well set on tail. Moved out well both ways holding a level topline.
1. Hills Divadell Return to Sender.
Pushed 1 hard. Quite a handful, she pleased in head, eye and neck with plenty of substance
and bone. A little longer cast than 1, but moved well once settled.
PB. 1.
1. Bradley & Herds Brueik Queen Bee.
Somewhat hesitant at first and carrying plenty of condition. Head shape, front and bone
were plus points and when she settled moved adequately both ways.
JB. 3.
1. Walkers Beaureveur Cassia. RBB.
Well made br, balanced all through who took my eye on entering the ring. Nice lines in
profile, long head, clean skull and pleased in eye, ears and neck. Plenty of bone, short
coupled, level topline and well set tail.Drove well from strong hindquarters with good
side gait. One to watch.
1. Listers Pixie Pocket.
2. Bradley & Herds Brueik Queen Bee.
NB. 4.

1 Hills Divadell Return to Sender.
2 Listers Pixie Pocket.
3.Browns Kenxion Solar Wind.
GB. 3.
1. Meeks Benartybrae Love in a Mist at Benbetham.
Well presented and handled she has a clean skull, good bite, dark eye and wellset and
carried ears. Plenty of bone, nice lines, compact with a level topline.Took this class
with her free movement both ways.
2. Corneys Rilynson Far Side of the Moon.
Good head properties and bite, straight front and neat ears. Not in the best of coat
and not the topline and hind movement of 1.
3. Nortons Samstevever Rainbows End to Divadell.
LB. 3.
1. Sykes Benartybrae Apache Tear.
Nice for size and scored in eye, ears, neck and shoulder. Appealed in outline, solid and
compact, holding a level topline when moving out, with plenty of drive from her
strong rearend.
1. Rees Rabbonai Blackberry at Miacarla.
Close up to 1, she is well made, has a clean head, good bite, nice lines, plenty of bone
and good set on. Carrying a little too much condition. Moved out quite well once settled.
1. Nortons Samstevever Rainbows End to Divadell.
OB. 6. 1abs.
1, Emmins Kingsview Just the One. BB & BIS.
1. Maidments Berrybreeze Explorer at Daxidin.
Pleasing bitch, well presented with nice length of head, straight front, neat ears and scored
in neck and topline. Not the coat texture of 1. Moved out well both ways.
1. Corneys Rilynson Sunshine Princess.
VB. 1.
1. Corneys Rilynson Island Princess. BVIS.
Bred by Ex D or B. 3.
1. Walkers Beaureveur Cassia.
2. Walkers Beaureveur Perseus.
3. Browns Kenxion Solar Wind.
Not Bred by Ex D or B. 4.
1. Nortons SamsteveverRainbows End to Divadell.
Strongly made wheaten with bone a plenty, good length of head, topline ok with a well set
and carried tail. A bit skittish at first. Steady mover once settled.
1. Hills Polwicks Black Tourmaline of Tahgmor.
STECS Rescue Sp O Dor B. 9.
1. Walkers Beaureveur Cassia.
2. Chicks Brueik All the Aces.
3. Corneys Island Princess.
Easter Stakes D or B. 9.
1. Walkers Beaureveur Cassia.
2. Chicks Brueik All th Aces.
3. Worthingtons Kingsview Just Fraser.

Roger Thomas. Judge.

